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Thermaltake V-Tubler 3T $7.99

Product Images

Short Description

Thermaltake introduces the V-Tubler 3T water tubing for custom PC water cooling configurations.
Manufactured from medical grade PVC material, the V-Tubler resists twisting and collapse allowing for tighter
bends without the kinking that can cause cooling failures or a reduction in system performance. Designed for
use with 3/8” barbs and compression fittings, give users better mounting, easier fitting, and ideal flow.
Choose from: ID 1/2” or 3/8” to make your system a showcase for all to see with the Thermaltake V-Tubler
water tubing.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Thermaltake introduces the V-Tubler 3T water tubing for custom PC water cooling configurations.
Manufactured from medical grade PVC material, the V-Tubler resists twisting and collapse allowing for tighter
bends without the kinking that can cause cooling failures or a reduction in system performance. Designed for
use with 3/8” barbs and compression fittings, give users better mounting, easier fitting, and ideal flow.
Choose from: ID 1/2” or 3/8” to make your system a showcase for all to see with the Thermaltake V-Tubler
water tubing.

Features

 

Tt LCS Certified is a Thermaltake exclusive
certification applied to only products that pass
the design and hardcore enthusiasts standards
that a true LCS chassis should be held to. The Tt
LCS certification was created so that we at
Thermaltake can designate to all power users
which chassis have been tested to be
best compatible with extreme liquid
cooling configurations to ensure you get the best
performance from the best features and fitment.

Medical Grade Construction

Made in Taiwan, the V-Tubler 3T is constructed
from medical grade PVC which is reliable, non-
toxic, and substance free. Smooth inner walls
improve closed loop sanitation, reducing
particular gathering/entrapment onto the tubing
wall. Working temperature range from -4℉
(-20℃) to 140℉ (60℃). 

- Inner diameter: 3/8”  (9.5 mm) 

- Outer diameter: 5/8”  (16 mm) 

Material of V -Tubler 3T as below: 
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Remarkable Expansion

Designed for use with 3/8” barbs and
compression fittings, V-Tubler 3T is pre cut into
retail coils of 200cm lengths, allowing
enthusiasts to build up aesthetically-superior
water cooling systems by allocating the radiators
to each particular component
andincorporating externally-modular upgrades
for their chassis.

Specifications

P/N CL-W018-OS00TR-A

Material PVC

Inside Diameter 3/8”(9.5 mm)

Outside Diameter 5/8”(16 mm)

Length 200 cm

Color Transparent

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU CL-W018-OS00TR-A-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Clear

Tube Type PVC

Tube Size 3/8" x 5/8" (10mm x 16mm)

Material PVC

Delivery Retail Box
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